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1. Introduction. A meromorphic function h(x) is said to be
factored if there are a meromorphic unction f(x) and an entire func-
tion g(x)such that h(x)--f(g(x)), h(x) is said to be pseudo-prime if
every such actorization h--f g implies that either f is rational or g
is a polynomial [4]. In this paper, we will consider actorization of
solutions o the equation
(1.1) y(x+ 1)-- P(y(x)),
where P(w) is a polynomial of degree p>__2"
(1.2) P(w)=a,wp+ +alw+ao, a=/=O, p>=2.
Any meromorphic solution y(x) of (1.1) is transcendental and entire,
unless it is a constant [6], [7]. If there is a number 2 such that
(1.3) 2=P(2) and P’(2)=1, P(w)=2+(w--2)+A(w--])++ ...,
then the difference equation (1.1) possesses an entire solution (x)
which is expanded asymptotically

(1.3’) (x) +x-’/ +>=o CX-/ ( lg x )x
as x tends to oo through D(R, )"
(1.3") D(R, D={IxI>R, larg x-]<(z/2)-}

U {Im [xe-]>R} [2 {Im [xe] < -R}
where e0 is arbitrarily fixed, and R(>0) depends on and c0, in
which m is the integer in (1.3) (A=/=0) [5], [7].

I there is a number l such that
(1.4) 2=P(2) and [P’(2)[>l,
then (1.1) possesses an entire solution s() which is expanded as
(1.49 s(x)=2+=pb=q(bx) (we write P’(2) as b)
where
(1.4") (t) 2+ 7:Pt
is an entire solution of the SchrSder equation
(1.1’) w(bt) P(w(t)).
Further we have shown that any entire solution y(x) of (1.1) satisfies
(1.5) y(x--z)-+2 as / oo,
uniformly on any compact set, where 2 is a number for which either
(1.3) or (1.4) holds [7], [8]. If y(x) satisfies (1.5)or a 2 with (1.3),
then y(x) can be written as


